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journals Why You Should Be Using XMPP for Your Social Network - mattdamon ====== mattdamon I wrote this after a long journey into XMPP. It's an opinionated piece, and you may disagree with it, but I think it's valuable to have someone in disagreement with me. I might elaborate on some points later, but to get the gist of it, I recommend at least taking a look at XMPP and trying it for

yourself. ~~~ __david__ I'm a huge fan of XMPP and OStatus, but I can't help but think that it's still a little too much work for most people. I mean, at one point you had to have an XMPP server running on your own box and if you wanted to have more than one account you had to configure 2 servers. Now, the server is easy to install (if you're running Linux) but to get a dynamic, push-based client
that does a good job of communicating to other clients is a real pain. Really, what I'd like to see is a dynamic client that could run on every machine with no config required. Maybe someday. Yeah, that sounds like a pretty big hurdle. I personally use Google's talk phone app which works really well, and you could even run your own XMPP server if you wanted. It would be a lot easier, though, if more

clients acted like iPhone's instant message app, where they communicate to your server and it lets you know when your contacts are online. #6-University of Wisconsin In a close toss up this season, the Wildcats should be able to pull off an upset win over the Badgers. I'm a major Northwestern fan, so I'm not going to 82157476af
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